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Despite persistent efforts in untangling the mechanism of scientists switching between
research topics, little is investigated for the relationship of scholars’ career stage switch
leading to dynamics of research topics. In this paper, aiming to reveal career stage and
its influence on research topics, we construct a two-layer network model, coauthors
collaboration network (α-layer) for scholars research career stages and papers similarity
network (β-layer) for research topic types, and analyze the relationship between the
career stage switch and the topic type change. Applying the data set SMSEC from
China to the model, the different statistics of the two layers show different forming
mechanisms, the preference attachment and the rule of similarity inherited in the two
layers, respectively. The coupling mechanism of the two layers is displayed by correlation
of career stages and topic types, and presented by a framework with contributions of
new added papers and associated scholars. The results show that the longer of research
career is, the bigger contribution on the type of divided topics is; a scholar with large
topic scopes would more likely insist in his/her research.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The increasing availability of data on publications, research funding information, collaborations, citations and affilia-
tions provides unprecedented opportunities to explore insights of structures and evolutions of scholarly output in scientific
activities [1]. In the meantime, rapid development of state-of-the-art computing softwares enable us to analyze deluge of
information by mathematical models to predict evolution of research activities more accurately [2]. Studies have shown
that research collaboration can support coauthors in delivering a high research productivity [3,4] or obtaining a far-
reaching research impact [5,6], because it increases the number of available communication channels [7,8]. With the
increasing number of cooperation among researchers in different disciplines, new research results are better transferred
and combined through collaboration. Therefore, new research topics are inevitable emergencies, and create opportunities
for scholars to change their research themes or study multiple topics [9], and in turn research themes affect scholars’
career trajectory [10]. The research topics affects the scholar career trajectory [10]. It was noted that the number of
collaboration works drops along increasing of geographical distance among collaborators [11]. And conversely, research
themes tend to fit into authors’ environments and interests [12].
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As a result, exploring choice and trade-off of continuation of current research topics or switch to other research topics
hat a scholar faces during his/her career has become a very challenging task. It is particularly hard choice when a scholar’s
esearch career maintains high productivity. Hence, a critical decision that a scholar frequently faced is whether or when
o continue current topics or terminate it and start new one. Change of topics might be influenced by adjustment of
esearch projects [13], excavation of new research topics [7,14], etc. However, a great deal of research devoted to explore
easons for choices of topics in scholar career trajectory, and found that research interest inspires choices of topics by
ifferent expertise and experiences [15–17]. Some other scholars investigated trends of research topics evolving with
uthors’ careers by quantitative methods and models [9,13,18,19].
Process of scholars’ career development and span of research topics might be highly correlated. Because career devel-

pments are unpredictable, some scholars tend to change their research topics over times. A special angle to detect topic
hange were focusing on an author’s self-citation network, co-authorships and keywords in self-citing articles [20,21].
hile different topics had been obtained by different topic detect methods with the same data, document clustering

s obtained by standard k-Means and the Louvain community detection algorithm using the semantic representation of
ocuments, published as chapter ‘‘Clustering articles based on semantic similarity’’ in article [22] by Wang and Koopman.
he process of exploring scholars’ career development and relationship between topics is not clearly apart from mass data
alculation.
Recent models of processes using multilayer networks showed that ignoring layer interdependencies can lead one to

iss why a layer formed the way it did, or draw erroneous conclusions [23]. The main motivation of this work is to
etect relationships between scholar collaborations and similarity of their publications, to conform relationships between
ransformation of research stages and research topics. This work will help researchers to identify topics that an individual
cientist is involved, and arrange their career stages to acquire and maintain high academic positions.
The contributions in this work can be summarized in four aspects:

A two-layer network model is presented, coauthors collaboration network and papers similarity network, coupled by
volution of career stages and topic types of the two layers.
By computing the collected data set SMSEC, statistics of the two layers are found different which indicate that forming
echanisms of layers are different, in particular, the preference attachment and the rule of similarity inherited in α-layer

and β-layer are different.
• A coupling mechanism of the two layers is the contribution of career stages to topic types. The emergence of new
connections between scholars and papers empowers model evolution.
• The size of topic is positive proportion to length career; conversely, a scholar with large topic scopes would more likely
insist in his/her research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the description of two layers (referred as α- and β-layer) and
the construction process of the two-layer network model are presented. Briefly, scholar stages and topics are defined on
the two layers, respectively. In Section 3, the method for collecting the data set SMSEC is given. The statistical properties
of the model on the data are calculated. Impact of increasing new nodes and new edges are analyzed, the contributions
of nodes to new edges are computed in α- and β-layers, respectively. We also use Markov chain to analyze movements
of career stages switching and research topic type transition. And in Section 4, the coupling mechanism of scholar career
stages and topic types is investigated. Finally, in Section 5, discussion and conclusion on this work is presented, and
limitation and future works are also discussed.

2. Modeling two-layer network

Scientific collaborators are usually modeled as collaboration networks. Author’s career stages and roles of collaboration
have been studied. However, relationships between authors’ choices of research topics and career stage changes have not
been well-studied. Hence, a two-layer network model combining co-authorship and paper similarity is introduced in this
section.

2.1. Construction of two-layer network

In this subsection, a two-layer network model is presented to reveal evolving relationship between research fields and
collaborations. At timestamp t , a two-layer network model is denoted by

G(t) = (Vα ∪ Vβ , Eα ∪ Eβ ∪ Eαβ ),

here Vα and Vβ represent the cumulated authors’ set and the cumulated papers’ set, Eα , Eβ and Eαβ are three cumulated
dge sets from initial time to t . Note that α-layer = (Vα, Eα) and β-layer = (Vβ , Eβ ,Wβ ) are two subnetworks, where
β is the edge weight set, representing coauthor collaboration network and paper similarity network, respectively,

α = {(u, v) ∈ Eα|u, v ∈ Vα , and they cooperated in a paper}, Eβ = {(a, b) ∈ Eβ |a, b ∈ Vβ , sim(a, b) ≥ ε}, and sim(a, b) is
he similarity of papers a and b in β-layer, ε is the threshold which is a given positive real number. Usually, α-layer is
binary network in which a link indicates if two authors have cooperated or not, while β-layer is a weighted network
ith link weight being similarity, i.e., wab = sim(a, b). The edge set Eαβ indicates the inter-relations of α- and β-layers,

αβ = {(x, y)|x ∈ Vα, y ⊆ Vβ , x is one of the authors of y}. A concept example of the two-layer network model is visualized
n Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. A concept example of the two-layer network model, where there are 8 researchers and 4 publications in different timestamps. (a) is the
cumulated relationship between researchers and their publications, and a links represents that a researcher is an author of a paper. (b) indicates the
cumulated process of construction of the model corresponding panel (a): pentagons and stars represent researchers and papers respectively. Two
pentagons are connected by a link if two researchers are authors of the same paper, which form the α-layer; two stars are linked if the similarity
of two papers is bigger than the given threshold ε in β-layer.

2.2. Scholar’s career stages in α-layer

The α-layer in G(t) is a time cumulated collaboration network. Therefore, the node set and edge set increase over times.
t timestamp t , an author v is called an old node if v had published a paper or collaborated with any other author before

the time t . Correspondingly, an author v is called a new node if v never published a paper or cooperated with others, and
publishes a paper or cooperates with any other author at the time t . In α-layer, each new coauthor is added when he/she
had new collaborations with the old ones. The collaboration networks had been discussed in many works [24–26], such
as small world phenomena, communities and preferential attachment and so on. In this work, the main attention focuses
on research career stages and its dynamics.

We define three stages of a scholar in his/her research career from the time of the first publication to the time of the
last publication. It was found that an author’s first publication is the beginning of his/her scientific career [19,27,28]. The
three stages are defined as novice stage, potential stage and reputation stage based on the publication in the first year, the
following seven years after the first publication, and more than eight years, respectively. The practical basis for careers
length division is from postgraduate education system of China, in which the longest education time for doctor graduate
students is seven years. Usually, the first publication takes place in the master graduate period, and more publications
would come out during doctor graduate study period, and more papers would be published if graduated doctors work on
research institutions or universities. An example to illustrate the three stages of a researcher, shown in Fig. 2. A, B and C
are three different researchers, panels (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 2 show their three stages, respectively.

The three stages of scholars, the novice, the potential and the reputation stages, are defined by the research career’s
lengths. In order to calculate Markov process, we add a zero state to describe the research career state of scientists who
quit but may be back to scientific research in the future. In fact, a scholar may retire or quit from any one of the three
stages, and a novice scholar can grow into a potential scholar and go on growing into a reputation scholar. Because
these states are determined by the length of research career, except the novice state as a transient state, other states can
be transformed into itself. Fig. 3(a) shows the complete process of Markov state transition. To calculate state transition
probability, we need to combine the real data and use the statistical method to obtain, and calculate the state change
frequency of scholars with two adjacent timestamps. For example, if we calculate the probability of scholars in novice
state turning into potential state from time t to t + 1, we need to count the number of scholars in novice state at time t ,
which is recorded as N t

novice, and count the number of scholars in novice state turning into potential state at time t + 1,
which is recorded as N t→t+1

novice→potential; so from time t to t + 1, the probability of scholars’ transition from novice state to

potential state is
Nt→t+1
novice→potential

Nt
novice

. For transition probability of scholars’ state in α-layer, the Section 3.4 provides a more
detailed description and operation in combination with real data.

2.3. Topics in β-layer

β-layer= (Vβ , Eβ ,Wβ ) is defined by paper’s similarity. Wβ is a weight set of time dependent edge, where wβ (a, b) =

im(a, b). In this paper, the similarity between two papers a and b in β-layer is measured by the cosine similarity score [29],
hich is used to find the most similar of given objects in the fields of information retrieval and text mining [30]:

sim(a, b) =

∑n
i=1 aibi√∑n (a )2

∑n (b )2
.

i=1 i i=1 i
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Fig. 2. The three stages of researches’ careers. A, B and C represent three researches shown in green, yellow and red, respectively. Panels (a), (b)
and (c) represent the three stages of three researchers. The vertical axis is the number of authors’ publications, and the horizontal axis shows the
career length of researches.

Fig. 3. Markov state transition: (a) shows the process of transition between the research career states: the zero, the novice, the potential, and the
reputation states; (b) shows the process of state transition between the four types of topics: the new, the self-expanded, the dormant, and the
divided topics.

Published papers a and b are represented by vectors combining titles, keywords and abstracts. We use the term frequency–
nverse document frequency weighting measures [31], to convert words vectors to numerical vectors. Hence, papers a and
are denoted by a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn), where ai and bi are the ith valued feature of papers a and

b, respectively.
In fact, the similarity of any two papers is greater than 0, so the threshold ε is a key factor of β-layer. Too big or

oo small of ε can lead to ignored or excessive links and thus drawing erroneous conclusions. In this paper, we set
= avg(sim) + δ × σ (sim), where δ is a parameter, usually δ is chosen from 0.7 to 0.8, and avg(sim) and σ (sim) are

he average and standard deviation of cosine similarities.
We assume that the most similar papers have large similarity score between them. Intuitively, similar papers would

ave many common terminologies, methods or contents. The relative close contents in weighted network are performed
y community [32]. According this assumption, a community is defined as a topic in β-layer. Thus the number of topics
hat an author engaged in is the number of communities of his/her published papers belong to, where community
tructures and their size are detected with the fast unfolding algorithm which is a heuristic method based on modularity
ptimization [33].
Recall that the size of a community is the number of elements in it. It is naturally to define the size of a topic. In

-layer, the size of a topic is defined as the size of the community in which the number of most similarity papers are
ounted. At time t , denote the size of a topic by topic by |topic |.
i i
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Fig. 4. A concept example of the coupling two-layer network model. Red triangles are the novice scholars, green cycles are the potential scholars,
and blue diamonds are the reputation scholars. The dotted circles are communities in β-layer. The dotted lines in panel (a) show authors and papers,
while the dotted lines in panel (c) display the authors and their topics.

Here, the definition of the two-layer network is a time evolving model, so the size of community or the topic is time
dependent too, and it also shows cumulative effect. In order to analyze which topics cause the evolution of the network,
we partition the topics into four types: the new topic, the divided topic, the self-expanded topic, and the dormant topic.

The topic topici is called a new topic at time t , if all the papers that make up the topici are newly published at time t
n accumulating case. The topic topici is called a divided topic at time t , if the topici is obtained at time t by dividing any
ther topics that has appeared at time t − 1. In other words, with the papers adding to β-layer, the average similarities
etween papers in a topic might decrease with times, since this topic splits into several divided topics, and the original
opic disappears. The topic topici is called a self -expanded topic at time t , if the scale of papers belonging to the topici is
increasing at time t comparing with the scale at time t −1, but this topic is not divided at time t . The topic topici is called
a dormant topic at time t , if the topici is fixed from time t − 1 to t . That is, from time t − 1 to time t , there is no new
papers in the topici.

These four topics states are defined by the state of communities which the topic belongs. It is easy to understand
hat the community evolves with times. As a result, the state change of members in different communities is a dynamic
rocess, that is, the paper states of different topics dynamically changes in the above four states. For the new topic, it
an only be new and cannot be transformed from other states. These new topics are bound to change to one of the other
hree states in the next timestamp. And the three states besides the new topic can be transformed to each other. Fig. 3(b)
hows the state transformation of topics.
The probability of state transition about topics in β-layer is similar with the career stage transition in α-layer. In the

ame way, statistical method is used to calculate the state transition frequency of topics with two adjacent timestamps.
he difference is that the way to determine the topic is different from that of scholars. It is certain that scholars are
ho they are. But we use the method, community division, to determine the topic. Therefore, when we determine the
ransformation of topics state, it is based on the change of papers in these communities. According to the definitions
f the four topic types, it is easy to see that, at two adjacent timestamps t − 1 and t , if the papers in a community are
ompletely composed by newly published papers at time t , then the topic represented by the community is the new topic
t time t; if the papers in a community come from the split of other existing communities, whether there are new papers
r not, the topic represented by this community is the divided topic at the time t; if the number of papers in a community
ncreases at time t , and these increased papers are all newly published papers at time t , then the topic represented by the
community is self-expanded topic at time t; if the papers in a community have not changed, then the topic represented
by the community is a dormant topic at the time t . In the same way as the calculation of transition probability of scholars’
career, we need to count the number of topics in different types at time t − 1 and t respectively, so as to calculate the
transition probability between the topic types. For the transition probability of the topic types in β-layer, the Section 3.5
provides a more detailed description and calculation applying to the real data.

2.4. Coupling of α-layer and β-layer

Stages of scholar careers and their research topic types might have inherent relationship of α and β-layers, which
worth to be discussed in the following.

According to the definition of two-layer network model, α-layer and β-layer are coupled by the affiliations of authors
and papers. As a result, the relationships between scholars and research topics are closely correlated.

Fig. 4 is a concept example to illustrate α-layer and β-layer coupled with their affiliations. There are 8 authors in
α-layer, 4 published papers in β-layer. The number of authors are 3, 2, 4 and 2 in the four published papers, shown in
dotted lines in Fig. 4(a). In order to show the scholar career stages more clearly, we use the different colors to mark three
stages and the number of authors in the novice, the potential and the reputation. In this case, there are 2, 4 and 2 different
authors in α-layer, respectively. The four papers in β-layer are divided into 2 communities based on the similarity, and
marked with two dotted cycles, shown in Fig. 4(b). And the affiliation relationship between scholars and communities are
shown in Fig. 4(c).
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Fig. 5. The framework for coupling diagram of scholar career stages and topic types between α-layer and β-layer.

The transitions of stages of careers and the types of topics are displayed in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. While
oupling between the two layers and the pushing power for the network evolution depend on new published papers, the
ew papers add scholars and collaborations between scholars. As a result, we present a framework for coupling diagram
f scholar career stages and topic types between α-layer and β-layer, shown in Fig. 5. The coupling mechanism of the
wo layers is determined by contribution ratios of scholars in different stages to different topic types, and contributions
f the new papers to different topic types. In the following, we calculate the coupling between different career stages and
ifferent type topics, and contributions of new papers based on the case study in China for this framework.

. Data set and statistical analysis

In this section, a collected data set is presented, the two-layer network model is realized from the data. The topological
nalysis and the evolving structures are also calculated. The coupling mechanism of the two layers are simulated from
he data too.

.1. Data set

The data set includes the published papers and their authors in the disciplines of management science and engineering
n China, denoted by SMSEC. The authors include the directors of the third councils of Society Management Science and
ngineering of China obtained through the website of http://www.glkxygc.cn/ and their collaborators from 1998 to 2018.
he published papers of those authors are downloaded from CNKI platform of China (https://www.cnki.net/) which is one
f the most authority retrieval platforms for Chinese scientific papers. From those downloaded papers, the directors and
heir collaborators from 1998 to 2018 were chosen. And then we take five attributes of the papers: titles, years, authors,
eywords and abstracts.
The SMSEC data set is a representative for the field of Management Science and Engineering. The management science

nd engineering of China is one of the first-tier disciplines in the management field according to the discipline system
f China, which was established by the Chinese Ministry of Education in 1997. It is the milestone for the discipline of
anagement science and engineering, and it is a multi-disciplinary field involving a wide range of knowledge areas

ncluding theories and methods from industrial engineering, modern management, economics, mathematics, system
cience and information science and so on. In other words, this discipline combines scientific research and its applications
n various directions, and outputs of the core researchers of this disciplines represent the mainstream research, trends
nd popular topics in China. We use the data of SMSEC to analyze topic evolution and career stage switch in the two-layer
etwork model.
The data cleaning includes author’s name disambiguation and deletion of publications of lacking keywords, published

ears or abstracts. The disambiguation algorithm for SMSEC data takes authors’ research fields, institutions and work
xperience together to figure out which papers belongs to the same author and eliminate bad data. Publications that
ontain no keywords, published years, or abstracts were deleted. We end up with 27,672 papers and 18,969 authors from
998 to 2018 in the SMSEC data set.

http://www.glkxygc.cn/
https://www.cnki.net/
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Fig. 6. Increments of new authors and new papers each year in the SMSEC data set, where the relative increment ratios of authors and papers are
defined by the ratio of increments at t time to that at t − 1 time.

3.2. Statistical analysis of α- and β-layers

From the SMSEC data set, the real world two-layer network consisting of author collaboration network (α-layer) and
paper-similarity network (β-layer) is constructed. Taking a year as a timestamp, the topological properties of the two-
ayers network, such as numbers of authors and papers, and increments of them, number of edges between authors,
umber of similarity edges between papers, average degrees and clusters, and so on, are calculated, which are shown in
able 1 of Appendix, where the similarity threshold is set to ε = 0.3.
The blue and the red line charts in Fig. 6(a) show the incremental trends of new authors and new published papers

ach year, respectively. And the two relative incremental ratio of author (paper) is defined by the ratio of increments of
uthors (papers) at time t to increments of authors (papers) at time t − 1 for t = 1, 2, . . .. Fig. 6(b) shows the relative
ncremental ratios of authors and papers. The year of 2009 is a milestone, as shown in Fig. 6(a), because that the numbers
f new authors and papers increase dramatically before 2009, while increments are relatively steady after 2009. And this
lso shows that the annual increase of authors and papers is positively correlated. By the way, the data of 2018 is not
he whole year, so we will not discuss it in the following text. The average cluster coefficient and the average distance
n α-layer and β-layer show much different behaves. The α-layer shows higher cluster and longer distance than β-layer,
hich might be caused by different forming mechanisms, the former is the ‘‘richer get richer’’ preference attachment

nherited in collaboration network [3,7], and the latter is resulted by the rule of similarity [31] of ‘‘Birds of a feather flock
ogether’’.

Since G(t) is a time dependent network, node degree of α-layer shows cumulative properties, as a collaboration
etwork often looks like a binary networks in which the cumulated degree of a node is the number of coauthors of
im/her. While the similarity weight of β-layer does not display the cumulation because the similarity between two
odes is a fixed value, the node set of β-layer is the cumulated papers. The node degree distribution and the similarity
eights distribution are displayed in Fig. 7. The fitting slops of the two distributions with the power-law function are
.0042 and 0.7658, respectively, which means the structure of α-layer displays the scale-free property [34], while the
imilarity weight of nodes in β-layer does not show the power-law distribution. What is more, it can be found from
able 1 that with the increase of years and the expansion of network scale, the average cluster coefficient in β-layer ⟨Ci⟩β
an be considered approximately as a constant value, floating in a small range around 0.54, while the average similarity
eight of nodes in β-layer ⟨Wnode⟩β shows the trend of growth, so there is no direct relationship between ⟨Ci⟩β and
Wnode⟩β in terms of quantity.

.3. New edges of the two layers

G(t) is defined as a time evolving model, and the evolution of it is caused by the new nodes and new edges added.
new edge links two nodes: two authors, two papers, or one paper and one author. In this subsection, new edges and

he associated pairs of nodes will be discussed to explore growth mechanism of new edges in α-layer and β-layer. We
ind that, with development and maturity of a discipline, cooperation between new and old authors tends to be stable
nd more inclined to the cooperation with old authors in α-layer; in β-layer, the old nodes are highly active and play an
mportant role in topic cohesion. The contributions of the nodes for the evolution of G(t) are discussed below.

.3.1. New edges in α-layer
In α-layer, we defined the new author or the new node by the year of him/her first published paper, and then call

n old author or the old node from then on. Over times, the number of authors grows, and the collaborations between
hem increase too, where the collaborations are joined among the new authors, the old authors or between them. As a
esult, three kinds of new edges would emerge from the new collaborations between authors and coauthors. At time t ,
n old node is called as an active old one if he/she publishes a paper at time t . We assume that the three types of new
dges came out between two new authors, between an old author and a new, and between two old authors, denoted by
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Fig. 7. The inner panels of the two graphs are the log–log plots of the two distributions respectively. The degree distribution of α-layer is the node
degree cumulated over times. The similarity weights of β-layer is the similarity of papers at the end of running time.

Fig. 8. The growth trends of the nodes and the new edges in α-layer. (a) shows the proportions of the three types of new edge collaborations,
α(n2n), Eα(o2n) and Eα(o2o) shown in blue dots, yellow stars and red triangles, respectively. (b) shows the ratios of new added coauthors and the
ctive old authors at each time in blue curve lines. And the red curves are ratios of the cumulated number of the old authors and the new author
o the total number of authors at each timestamp, respectively. The data in this figure is based on Table 1 of Appendix.

α(n2n), Eα(o2n), and Eα(o2o), respectively. The growth rates of the three types of new edges are shown in Fig. 8(a) with
lue dots, yellow stars, and red triangles, respectively. In the three types of edges, the size of the set Eα(n2n)∪ Eα(o2n) is
reater than Eα(o2o) before the year 2010, and from then on, Eα(n2n) is lower than 0.2, Eα(o2n) and Eα(o2o) tend to 0.4.
e find that, with development of the discipline, the proportion of three types of new edges tends to be stable. That is,
ith development and maturity of the discipline, cooperation between the old authors and the new authors will become
table, and more focus on the new authors with the old authors as well as the old authors with the old authors, which
an be found in Fig. 8(a).
In fact, the absolute increments of the new edges are not proportional to the increments of the new nodes, shown in

able 1 of Appendix. Clearly, the new edges are contributed by both the new nodes and the active old nodes. Analyzing
he number of active old nodes and the new nodes further, the ratio of the new nodes decreases while the active old ones
ncreases. The trends of the two curves go crossover around the year 2009, and then go to opposite directions, shown in
ig. 8(b). This phenomenon also shows that, with development of the discipline, active old nodes play an more important
ole in author cooperations.

In Table 1 of Appendix, the size of new nodes is not proportional to the cumulated old nodes in the total node
et. However, with growth of the old authors set, the impact of the old authors set became more apparent, that the
ontribution of the old nodes to the total incremental edges is greater than the new ones. It is not hard to comprehend
he above phenomena since the new nodes became an old one after he/she first involvement in the collaboration. The
ode set become bigger and bigger, so does the base of the new nodes.

.3.2. New edges in β-layer
Fig. 6(a) shows that the relative ratios of paper increments near to 1, which implies that the paper publications of

ach year is relative stable from 2009 to 2017. At time t , the emergence of new edges in β-layer includes the new edges
etween two new papers, an old paper and a new paper. Denote the two types of new edge sets by Eβ (n2n) and Eβ (n2o),
espectively. We still call an old node as an active old nodes who takes part in the new edges forming in E (n2o). Then
β
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Fig. 9. The growth trends of the nodes and the new edges in β-layer. (a) the red dotted line shows the ratio of the active old nodes to the total
old nodes, the blue star line shows the ratio of the newly added nodes (i.e., papers) to the sum of the active old nodes and the newly added nodes.
(b) shows the proportions of the two new edge sets Eα(n2n) and Eα(o2n) in △Eβ of Table 1 of Appendix.

Fig. 10. (a) shows the number of papers in three stages of scholars. (b) shows the proportions of scholars in their three stages at each year. The
ratio of the reputation stage from 1998 to 2004 is zero because of its definition.

the ratios of the active old node to the total old nodes and the ratios of the new nodes to the total two nodes of the new
edges including the active old nodes and the new added nodes are shown in Fig. 9(a). In addition to 2018, among all the
old nodes, the proportion of active old nodes is always higher than 50%, which indicates that the activities of old nodes
are very high. With development of the discipline, the proportion of active old nodes will be higher than 50% of the nodes
connected by new edge at each timestamp. It might be caused by that the increasing of new edges is more dependent on
the old nodes, so the old nodes are crucial for cohesion and development of the discipline.

The contribution of Eβ (n2o) outperforms the set of Eβ (n2n) for the growth of new edges, shown in Fig. 9(b), that
ndicates the agglomeration of the active old papers is bigger than the new ones. The active old nodes contribute almost
ll the new edges at the end of evolving time. So, we believe that the big topics in β-layer are the accumulated result of
he active old papers. We will talk about it in the Section 3.5.

.4. Career stages in α-layer

By the example in Fig. 2, the panel (a) shows the time of their first publications. Scholars A, B and C are at their novice
tage at the first year, the third year and the tenth year. Then the potential stage of the scholar A is from the 2nd year
o the eighth year, and the reputation stage began from ninth year. From then on, the scholar A has a big probability to
tay steady in his reputation stage until he retired or quit the stage.
The incremental productions of a scholar had required steady supports of publications [13]. Therefore, the scholar’s

areer length and the scholar’s collaboration relationships are uncertain. We need to explore probability of scholars to stay
heir research careers. Computing the three stages of a scholar’s career based the cumulated data set SMSEC, the average
roportions of scholars in three stages are 60.87%, 26.05% and 13.07%, respectively. And for each timestamp, the number
nd proportion of scholars in the three stages are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. At the early 10 years, a
reat deal of scholars is in the novice stage, and then being relative steady from the year 2007. While the ratios of the
ovice in the population decrease with times. So does the potential scholars. However, the reputation scholars increase
ach year until to be the biggest in the three stages.
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able 1
he structure information of two-layer network on data set SMSEC from 1998 to 2018.
Time |Vα | |Vβ | |Eα | |Eβ | |Eαβ | ⟨Deg⟩α ⟨Wnode⟩β ⟨Ci⟩α ⟨Ci⟩β ⟨Dist⟩α ⟨Dist⟩β
1998 329 142 511 151 190 3.106 2.1276 0.879 0.509 1.617 3.331
1998–1999 589 388 902 585 508 3.063 3.015 0.837 0.597 2.565 5.125
1998–2000 1019 804 1647 1750 1144 3.233 4.353 0.834 0.536 2.897 6.996
1998–2001 1409 1258 2707 3526 2418 3.842 5.606 0.826 0.554 6.334 6.327
1998–2002 1911 1823 3615 6158 2644 3.783 6.719 0.819 0.55 8.571 6.026
1998–2003 2545 2540 6255 10089 4693 3.943 7.944 0.81 0.563 9.747 5.935
1998–2004 3257 3422 7674 17139 5351 3.843 10.017 0.804 0.56 9.616 5.597
1998–2005 4087 4433 9484 27524 7348 3.758 12.418 0.801 0.558 8.847 5.391
1998–2006 5044 5648 11373 41186 9614 3.262 14.584 0.8 0.554 8.494 5.204
1998–2007 6007 6998 14003 61327 12392 3.788 17.527 0.797 0.552 7.639 5.003
1998–2008 7297 8948 14003 96993 16081 3.84 21.769 0.789 0.546 7.106 4.789
1998–2009 8571 10920 16924 139393 19888 3.951 25.53 0.784 0.546 6.491 4.65
1998–2010 9797 12801 19791 181427 23279 4.041 28.346 0.784 0.545 6.491 4.596
1998–2011 10890 14536 22615 223275 26611 4.154 30.72 0.782 0.544 6.26 4.543
1998–2012 12133 16454 25738 270743 29837 4.244 32.909 0.781 0.539 6.035 4.502
1998–2013 13391 18419 29057 323312 33332 4.341 35.553 0.779 0.527 5.868 4.59
1998–2014 14575 20289 32276 361991 37357 4.429 37.842 0.779 0.529 5.729 4.411
1998–2015 15888 22196 36019 435127 41313 4.535 39.604 0.78 0.526 5.609 4.421
1998–2016 17088 23965 39602 493462 45076 4.636 41.182 0.781 0.532 5.493 4.379
1998–2017 18276 25688 43249 550884 47734 4.734 42.89 0.782 0.531 5.418 4.351
1998–2018 18969 26606 45509 582017 50197 4.8 43.751 0.783 0.531 5.363 4.336

Table 2
The number of types of topics in β-layer.
Year |The new| |The dormant| |The self expanded| |The divided|

1998 39 0 0 0
1999 40 9 12 17
2000 26 17 9 30
2001 33 28 14 32
2002 30 39 15 33
2003 28 40 6 43
2004 28 40 12 49
2005 25 50 10 37
2006 22 56 12 38
2007 22 63 4 40
2008 26 60 8 37
2009 27 61 13 41
2010 20 68 9 40
2011 22 77 6 42
2012 24 82 7 34
2013 22 79 10 34
2014 16 85 3 40
2015 12 82 2 40
2016 9 86 5 43
2017 13 89 5 39
2018 5 102 5 43

The stages of a scholar transform from the novice to the potential, and then to the reputation, shown in Fig. 2. In
his work, that a scholar quits or retires from his/her research career is considered to enter the zero state. The quitting,
he novice, the potential and the reputation are denoted by the four states s0, s1, s2, s3, respectively. For convenience,
e denote the four states by a set S = {s0, s1, s2, s3} and the transform probability between the four states by a matrix
= (pij)4×4. The transform probability pij ≥ 0, and

∑
j∈S pij = 1 for any i ∈ S, so P is a Markov chain [35].

Since the state transition of researches is a Markov process, the values in P is obtained by calculating SMSEC data set
rom the year 1998 to 2017, t = 1, 2, . . . , 20. In Statistics, the frequency is an approximating distribution by computing
he real data. Therefore, we use the frequencies of states transition to estimate the transition probability P .

P = (pij)4×4 =

⎛⎜⎝ 0.92 0.08 0 0
0.61 0 0.39 0
0.2 0 0.7 0.1
0.1 0 0 0.9

⎞⎟⎠ , (1)

here i, j ∈ {s0, s1, s2, s3}. The values in the matrix P display the possibilities of the three stages transforms. p10 = 0.61 >

20 = 0.2 > p30 = 0.1 show that the probability of a scholar steady in research career correlates positively to his research
ength. The transition probabilities p12 = 0.39 and p23 = 0.1 show that 39% and 10% of scholars transform from the novice
o potential, and the potential to the reputation, respectively. However, 90% of the reputations stay at their stage, and
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Fig. 11. Panel (a) shows the distributions of the natality and viability of topics defined in Section 3.5.1. The trend of the viability is steady, while the
curve of the natality decreases gradually to 0. Panel (b) is the proportion of the four types of topics in each year. The divided and the self-expanded
are steady; the number of dormant topics increases, while the number of new topic decreases.

with a tiny chance to quit from research career. Totally, only 8% (p01 = 0.08) of a scholar re-entering scientific research
career, while 91% = (p10 + p20 + p30) of the scholars eventually quit from scientific research careers.

The equilibrium distribution π0 of the transform matrix P is calculated by the equation Pπt = πt → π0 for t = 1, 2, . . .,
and an equilibrium state is π0 = (0.78, 0.06, 0.08, 0.08). It shows 78% of the observed scholars in quit state, 22% = (6%
8%+8%) of them insist on research.

.5. Topics and their types in β-layer

In this section, statistical properties of topics and their classification in β-layer are discussed.

.5.1. Size of topics, natality and viability
A topic is defined by a community in β-layer, denote the set of topics and its size at time t by topics(t) and |topics(t)|,

espectively. The number of topics and the sizes of them in SMSEC data set from 1998 to 2018 are calculated and shown
n Table 2 in Appendix. Adding all the 21 timestamp β-layers together, there are 2611 topics from 1998 to 2018. Among
hem, there are more than 52% of the topics with size 2, and 1234 topics with size more than 3. Computing the size
istribution of topics among 1234 topics, 25.04% of them have 3 papers, 11.43% of them have 4 papers, the numbers of
opics with the size from tens to hundreds to thousands are less than ten, shown in Fig. 14 and Table 3 of Appendix.
here are 1827 topics with scale 2, 3 and 4, accounting for 69.97% of all the topics. However, they only account 4245
apers, 15.34% of the total number of papers. There are 548 topics with size larger than 50, 20.99% of the total topics, but
nclude 19806 papers, 71.57% of the total papers. Therefore, the largest portion of papers belongs to the large scale topics.
Markov process was defined in occupation number space to simulate the spontaneous generation [36], to predict the
onlinear growth properties associated with the emergence of new topics. While, development of a discipline must be
ccompanied by the change of topic size, which naturally correlates with the birth and the survival of topics. Thetopic
atality defined as the ratio of new topics to all the topics in the current timestamp, and the topic viability is the proportion
f active topics (i.e., both of the self-expanded and the divided topics) to all the topics. Denoted the natality at time t by
atalityt , where natalityt is the ratio of the number of new topics N t

new at time t to the total number of topics at time
N t

total. Denoted the viability at time t by viabilityt , the ratio of the number of divided topics N t
divided and self-expanded

opics N t
self−expanded at time t to the total number of topics N t−1

total at time t − 1. That is,

natalityt =
N t

new

N t
total

, and viabilityt =
N t

divided + N t
self−expanded

N t−1
total

.

The natality and the viability of topics in SMSEC data set are shown in Fig. 11(a). With development of the discipline,
the viability of the topic first drops slowly before at the first 10 years, and then relative stable. But the natality of topics
declines, and the rate of decline slows down gradually. This means that the proportion of the new topics is reduced, and
more and more topics would become dormant topics. This is closely related to the type change of the topic. We will
discuss it in Section 3.5.2.

3.5.2. Topic types
Four types of topics, the new, the divided, the self-expanded, and the dormant, were defined in Section 2.3. With the

new papers added each year, the types of these topics would changes. As a result, how to distinguish which topics pushing
development of the network is an attractive idea.

Fig. 11 shows the number of topics in the four types: the number of the dormant topics is the largest, consistent with
the decline of topic viability shown in Fig. 11(a), followed by the number of the divided topics that represent the separation
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able 3
he distribution of sizes of topics in β-layer, where the columns size and ♯ indicate the sizes of topics and corresponding number of topics with
his size.
Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯ Size ♯

2 1377 47 2 89 1 148 3 208 1 281 1 350 1 463 1 648 1 825 1 1102 1
3 309 48 3 90 1 150 1 209 1 283 2 352 1 464 1 649 1 826 1 1128 1
4 141 50 2 91 2 151 1 211 2 285 1 354 1 468 1 650 1 828 1 1132 1
5 54 51 2 92 2 152 1 216 2 286 1 358 2 473 1 653 1 830 1 1135 1
6 21 52 4 93 2 153 1 217 1 289 1 361 1 475 3 654 1 832 1 1154 2
7 23 53 5 94 2 154 1 218 1 291 1 364 1 478 1 660 1 854 1 1157 1
8 19 54 3 95 2 156 2 219 2 292 3 369 1 480 1 661 1 868 1 1158 1
9 13 55 2 96 1 159 2 221 2 293 2 372 1 482 1 662 1 871 1 1202 1
10 5 56 2 98 1 161 1 223 1 294 1 374 1 484 4 664 1 874 1 1211 1
11 1 57 3 100 1 162 3 224 1 296 1 375 1 486 1 673 1 889 1 1214 1
12 5 58 3 101 1 163 1 226 3 298 1 377 1 495 1 676 1 899 1 1221 1
13 4 59 1 102 1 164 6 227 1 299 1 384 1 503 1 677 1 903 1 1254 1
14 2 60 1 105 3 165 5 229 2 300 1 387 2 511 1 680 1 905 1 1261 1
15 2 61 1 107 1 166 1 231 1 302 2 390 1 512 1 687 1 909 1 1291 1
16 5 62 2 108 3 167 1 233 1 304 1 391 1 514 1 704 1 918 1 1302 1
17 5 63 1 109 1 168 1 235 1 307 1 393 2 529 1 714 1 923 1 1341 1
18 4 64 2 111 3 169 2 238 1 308 1 395 1 533 1 717 1 925 2 1366 1
19 3 65 2 112 2 170 2 239 3 310 1 399 1 535 2 718 1 928 1 1388 1
20 4 66 1 115 4 173 1 240 1 311 4 402 1 543 2 728 1 938 1 1414 1
21 6 67 2 116 2 175 1 242 1 312 1 404 1 545 2 729 2 940 1 1428 1
22 3 68 1 118 1 176 2 243 1 314 1 410 1 550 1 735 1 945 1 1449 1
23 3 69 1 119 3 179 1 246 1 315 1 411 2 551 2 737 1 949 2 1459 1
24 2 70 1 120 1 180 3 247 1 316 2 413 1 555 1 742 1 957 1 1479 1
26 1 71 2 121 1 181 1 248 2 317 1 414 2 557 1 749 1 969 1 1484 1
27 4 72 1 122 1 182 1 252 1 318 2 416 1 558 1 755 1 971 1 1539 1
28 3 73 1 124 3 183 1 253 1 320 2 422 1 568 1 758 1 979 1 1576 1
29 2 74 6 125 1 184 2 254 3 322 2 423 1 570 1 760 2 981 1 1713 1
30 3 75 2 126 1 187 1 255 1 323 1 430 2 578 1 762 1 992 1 1944 1
31 1 76 1 128 1 189 1 256 1 324 3 431 1 589 1 764 1 1000 2 2018 1
32 3 77 1 129 1 191 1 257 1 332 1 434 1 591 1 771 1 1023 1
34 3 79 4 131 1 192 2 262 1 333 2 437 1 594 1 778 1 1025 1
35 5 80 3 133 1 193 2 263 1 335 2 438 1 598 1 779 1 1040 1
36 3 81 4 136 3 194 2 264 1 336 4 440 1 605 2 780 2 1048 1
37 1 82 2 138 2 195 1 269 1 337 1 442 1 612 1 783 1 1049 1
38 4 83 1 139 1 196 3 271 3 339 1 443 2 615 1 789 2 1054 1
39 4 84 1 140 3 199 1 273 1 340 2 444 3 617 1 795 1 1070 1
40 4 85 1 142 2 201 1 276 2 342 1 450 1 618 1 801 1 1079 1
42 3 86 2 144 2 202 1 277 1 343 1 452 1 620 1 808 1 1084 1
44 1 87 1 145 1 203 1 278 1 345 2 458 1 637 4 809 1 1097 1
45 2 88 2 146 2 204 1 279 2 347 2 459 1 640 1 811 1 1100 1

and fusion of topics. Note that the separation and fusion of topics are an important ‘behaviors’ of topic evolution. Analyzing
further, we find that 99% of the divided topics come from the cross integration of existing topics, rather than directly split
from a single topic. A possible reason is that management science and engineering itself is an interdisciplinary discipline,
scholars with different disciplines work together that push the knowledge fusion of the disciplines, resulting in a large
number of mainstream topics split and merged.

In order to further explore the evolution of different types, we use the Markov process to simulate the transit
robabilities of the topic types, the transit directions and their relations (Fig. 3(b)). Denote the four types of topics as
set S ′

= {s′0, s
′

1, s
′

2, s
′

3} and the simulate transition matrix P ′
= (p′

i′j′ )4×4, where s′0, s
′

1, s
′

2, s
′

3 are the types of the new, the
ormant, the self-expanded, and the divided topic, respectively.
From Fig. 3(b), we see that none of four types of topics change to the new topic, and the new topic have probability

o change to other type of topics, so all entries of the first column of the transition matrix P ′ are 0. Hence, 4 × 4 matrix
′ can be reduced to P ′

= (p′

i′j′ )3×4. So, we calculate the probability of the topic type transition every year (taking the
robability by frequency), and take the average value of each type as the value in the transition matrix of P ′.

P ′
= (p′

i′j′ )4×3 =

⎛⎜⎝ 0.6 0.09 0.32
0.73 0.07 0.20
0.42 0.21 0.37
0.06 0.02 0.91

⎞⎟⎠ . (2)

For the values in P ′, p′

33 = 0.91 means that the most of divided topics have 91% probability to be the divided topic; and
′

11 = 0.73 means that the dormant topic has 73% probability to be the dormant. p′

01 = 0.6 > p′

03 = 0.32 > p′

02 = 0.09
eans that the new topic has 60% likelihood to change to the dormant topic, and 32% probability to change to the divided

opics.
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Fig. 12. The contribution of the new paper to different types of topics. (a) shows contributions of the three stages in the new topic. The novice and
the potential decrease, while the reputation increase. (b) displays disorder. (c) has significant trends of the three stages, the reputation increase and
the other two stages go to the opposite direction.

Comparing Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), there is a closed transition cycle including all four stages of careers in Fig. 3(a), but
the new topic is excluded in the closed cycle formed by the other three types. That is, there is no steady state of P ′.
With this observation, we simulate the trends of the topic type. First, we take the average of all transition probabilities
in 1999–2018 as the initial times, π ′

0 = (s′01 , s′02 , s′03 ) = (0.57, 0.08, 0.36). Then, we multiply and iterate 19 times of the
transition matrix (2), the result is π ′

19 = (0.20, 0.03, 0.65). And if we continue the iterate process, the results go on the
trend of decreasing which means that there is no steady state during the topic types evolution.

In Section 3, we focus on the statistical characteristics and states of the career stages in α-layer and the types of topics
in β-layer. An in-depth question is about relationship between the types of topics and authors’ career stages. So in the
following section we discuss the evolving relationships between the topics in β-layer and the collaborations in α-layer.

4. Coupling mechanism of α- and β-layers

In this section, we reveal the coupling mechanism between the two layers. It is found that both of the new scholars
and the old ones prefer to the divided topics, especially the old scholars. For new topics and self-expanded topics, the
proportion of new and old authors is almost the same, even under the continuous accumulation of old authors.

With development of the discipline, from the perspective of cumulative contribution or annual incremental contribu-
tion, reputation scholars’ contribution to divided topic is particularly obvious.

4.1. Contributions of the new paper to the topics

In order to observe the coupling relationship between the career stages and the type of topics more closely, we focus
on the forming process of the type of the topics when a new paper added in β-layer. When a new scholar is added in
α-layer, this scholar has one stage, the novice. However, a new paper is published and added in β-layer, it could be one
of three possible type or communities: the new, the self-expanded and the divided. Thus we detect which type of topics
belongs to when a new paper is added in the β-layer. That is, we would reveal the coupling relationship between the
topic types of new papers and the career stages of their authors. Exploring the contribution of different scholars’ career
stages to the topic types for new added papers, we could have a deeper understanding of the preference of different topic
types matching with different scholars.

Calculating the scholars’ stages and the topic’ types in SMSEC data set, we get the annual coupling as shown in Fig. 12. It
can be seen from Figs. 12(a) and 12(c) that the contributions of the reputation scholars to the new and the divided topics
increase gradually, while the novice and the potential scholars to the new and the divided topics serrated decreasing.
For the self-expanded topic, although the proportions of scholars with the three topic types have large fluctuation, it is
generally equal, which can be seen from Fig. 12(b).

Based on the different proportions of scholars with respect to different types of topics, the proportion of the reputation
scholars increases from 0.1 to 0.5 in the new topics, and it diverse from 0.1 to 0.4 in the self-expanded topics. However,
Figs. 13(c) and 12(c) are very similar which coincides with the large number of divided topics, and it shows that the most
important contribution is from the reputation scholars to the divided topics.

4.2. Coupling of the career stages and the topic types

The change of scholars’ cooperation relationship in α-layer drives the change of topic types. Therefore, a natural
pproach is to find the coupling of career stages and topic types. According to the definition of reputation status in
ection 2.2, the reputation scholars first appear in 2005 in SMSEC data. Hence, the data analysis of the reputation scholars
tarts at the year 2005. According to the timestamp coupling of two layers, we calculate the distributions of the career
tages in the different topic types, and the results are shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. The proportions of career stages in four different types of topics. (a) and (b) show the proportions of three career stages devote to the new
and the self-expanded topics. The two types have the same trends approaching to zeros after the year 2006. (c) shows clear trends of three stages
in the divided topics. (d) also displays similar trends in the dormant topics, but those curves have relatively steady values.

Fig. 14. The distribution of sizes of topics.

It can be seen from Figs. 13(a), 13(b) and 13(d), at whatever stages, scholars have almost the same preference for the
new topic, the self-expanded topic and the dormant topic. The proportions of the scholars devoting to the new and the
self-expanded topics are tending to zeros, while the dormant topics is about 0.5%. But, Fig. 13(c) shows much different
picture than the other three panels. In the early development of any scholar’s stages, their preference for divided topics
increases, that is, the scholar pays more attention to cross topic fusion research in their early career stages. However, with
the development of the scholar’s career, the proportion of the novice scholars and the potential scholars devoting to the
divided topics gradually decreases, and the reputation scholars devoting to the divided topics increases. Since 2014, the
proportion of the reputation scholars for the divided topics has exceeded the novice and the potential scholars. In this
view, the reputation scholars have the most contribution to the growth of the divided topics.
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Based on the above analysis, we find that scholars in different stages have different extent contributions to the different
ypes of topics. The contribution of the reputation scholars to the divided topics is particularly visible. In addition, the
umbers of the new topics and the self-expanded topics are less than that of the divided topics, so the two types of topics
re diluted in cumulative statistics. However, from the perspective of annual increment, the contribution of the reputation
cholars to the new topics is still the most obvious in the long run, and the contributions of three career stages to the
elf-expanded topics are equal.

. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we propose a conceptional model of a two-layer network G(t), one layer is the co-authorship network
and the other is the paper similarity network, simply referred as α-layer and β-layer, respectively. We define the three
stages of scholars’ careers by their research length and four type of topics in α-layer and β-layer, respectively. Applying
SMSEC data set to G(t), the statistical analysis on data show the different between the two layers: higher cluster and
longer distance in α-layer than in β-layer, which suggest different forming mechanism, the ‘‘richer get richer’’ preference
attachment and the ‘‘birds of a feather flock together’’ rule of similarity inherited in the two layers, respectively. The
coupling mechanism of the two layers is calculated by the career stage changing and the topic type transition, in which
the stages transition is a closed Markov process and has steady state, while the topic type changing has no steady state. It
is found that both of the new scholars (the novice) and the experienced ones (the potential and the reputation scholars)
prefer to the divided topics, especially the later. With the development of research, the contribution from the reputation
scholars to the divided topic is extremely obvious whenever from the perspective of accumulation or annual increment.
For the new topics and the self-expanded topics, the proportions of the new and experienced scholars have almost the
same contribution.

Four statistical results are obtained: (1) the active old nodes play an important role in the development of disciplines
and in terms of cooperation in α-layer, new authors depend on the old ones. What is more, there are about 91%
(i.e., p10 + p20 + p30) scholars quitting from the research career; (2) the new papers are more related to old papers in
β-layer. That is, new papers born from the existing topics. The scales of topic types are different, among which the largest
one is the dormant topics, followed by the divided topics, the new and the self-expanded. Furthermore, the number of
large-scale topics is relatively small, and the number of small-scale topics is large. However, there are about 20.99% of
large-scale topics (i.e., the size is greater than 50) accounting for 71.57% of papers. With the development of the discipline,
the topic types have about 65% probability to transit to divided topics; (3) the coupling mechanism of α and β-layer in the
two-layer network G(t) reveals the contributions of scholars in different stages to different type of topics; (4) the scholars
contribute a lot to the development of the divided topics, especially the experienced ones. And their contributions to the
new topics and the self-expanded topics are almost the same, and the proportion of these two coupling relations is less
than that of the divided topics. The contribution of the reputation scholars to the divided topics is significant regardless
with respect to cumulative contributions or annual increments.

In the data set of SMSEC, for the three states of scholars, the average numbers of papers published by these authors
in the novice, potential and reputation are 1.21, 1.74 and 2.88 respectively. Since the scholars reach his/her potential
stage after the novice state, and the reputation stage after the potential and the novice states, the number of published
papers is cumulated and increase with the growth of scholars’ research length. In addition, from Fig. 13, we see that
the total contribution of reputation scholars accounting for 13.07% of the total number of scholars to various topics can
reach 40%. However, the novice and the potential scholars, accounting for 60.87% and 26.05% of the total number of
scholars, contribute 30% and 30% to various topics, respectively. It follows that scholars contribution to the number of
topics increase with the growth of career length. To sum up, the growth of scholars’ career is not only conducive to
improve output of papers, but also conducive to the exploration of research topics. Therefore, scholars should spend
more time on research topics. Long-term adherence not only advance in level of research, but also expand research fields
and scope of cooperators. Reputation scholars should strengthen their research mentor-ship in novice scholars, generally
majority of novice scholars are graduate students, and they are also potential scholars. The stages of novices and potentials
are also career stages of growth process of reputation scholars. As a result, reputation scholars should help and coach
novice and potential scholars going through challenge period of research establishment, enhancing their confidence, and
commitment to scientific research. Moreover, the growth process of the number of reputations would also bring along
development of the discipline and scientific research with applications.

Although we present a new perspective to understand the research topics evolution in this study, several limitations
exist. First of all, SMSEC data set is obtained from the scholars of management science and engineering of China, and based
on CNKI database of China that does not contain all the publications of scholars. Therefore, the results might deflect due
to the data deficiency. Another defect is that this study merely focuses on the quantity of publications not considering the
quality of the papers. The quality of papers and the topics might be more benefit to measure scholars’ research stages.

We analyze the coupling relationship between scholars of different career stages and their topic types (states) based
on statistical perspective in this paper. However, data analysis and mining of the coupling relationship are only discussed
from the quantitative perspective. For further study, we will use the references of the research, such as the multiplex social
network structuring processes [23], propagation paths enhance locating the source of diffusion [37], and the independent
cascade [38] and so on, to pay more attention to the relationships between the two layers, in which the coupling
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echanism between research topics and career stage switch is an attractive issue. We would like to discuss in much
etails for the behavior of scholars, processes of knowledge diffusion, and possible cascading effects in the two layer
etworks.
The plan for the future work includes to refine the discussion of scholars’ choice behaviors on topics and to introduce

nowledge diffusion to explain coupling between two layers. From Fig. 13, we find that scholars prefer to the divided
opics. But, we did not carry out semantic analysis on it or specific preferring behaviors on choices of divided topics. For
xample, if a topic topicparent is divided into two topics topic1sub and topic2sub in the next timestamp after semantic analysis,
e need to determine whether topicparent and two sub-topics topic1sub and topic2sub are similar or not in the future work.
nd then we would extract rules of topic division. With such an investigation, coupling mechanism behind topics would
e revealed. This mechanism can be viewed as a matching rule for scholars of different academic careers and papers of
ifferent states. Therefore, coupling rules can be simulated by fitness in agents which embeds in intelligent computing.
sing known data as training set can help us to predict contribution of scholars in a certain research field to a topic.
The cooperation among authors who study different topics would provide a chance to exchange or fusion different

omain knowledge even the reputation scholars had published many papers and researched in many topics. The
nowledge transmission would begin at their cooperation and be contained in published papers. By dividing topics of
apers, the authors of the same topic will surely promote diffusion of domain knowledge through cooperation, because
hey have a greater chance of reading each other’s published papers and establishing a partnership. Scholars have a great
robability to transfer their domain knowledge to their collaborators when they cooperate with other scholars which may
lso promote topic change of their collaborators. We suspect that diffusion of domain knowledge in author cooperation
ayer would promote spread of intellectual knowledge, such as research methods, technologies and prospect of researches
nd so on. And knowledge diffusion also provides possible support for topics division. Based on the above discussion, we
ope to further explore the specific evolution rule of divided topic through text semantic analysis, and then provide a
icher explanation for this phenomenon from the perspective of knowledge diffusion.
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Appendix

Table 1 shows the following rules: (1) the sizes of the nodes |V | and edges |E| changes in α-layer and β-layer from
1998 to 2018: in α-layer, the number of authors |Vα| increases from 329 to 18969 people, and the number of edges |Eα|

increases from 511 to 45509; in β-layer, the number of papers |Vβ | increases from 142 to 26606, and the number of
similarity edges |Eβ | increases from 151 to 582017. Furthermore, The number of coupling edges between two layers |Eαβ |

increases with times. (2) the average degrees ⟨Deg⟩α of α-layer are relatively steady. (3) in β-layer, the average similarity
weights of the papers ⟨Wnode⟩β increases. (4) the size of average clusters of α-layer ⟨Ci⟩α is greater than that of β-layer
⟨Ci⟩β . (5) the trends of the average distances of the two layers, ⟨Dist⟩α and ⟨Dist⟩β , are same.
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